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tat assertors now living,- Professor Oken,- any higher

claim to be regarded as a disciple of the inductive school of

Geology than Larnarck. In the preface to the recently pub

lished translation of his 4'
Pbysio-Pbilosopby," we find the

following curious confession:-" I wrote the first edition of

1810 in a kind of inspiration, and on that account it was

not so well arranged as a systematic work ought to be. Now,

though this may appear to have been amended in the second and

third edition, yet still it was not possible for me to completely

attain the object held in view. The book has therefore re

mained essentially the same as regards its fundamental prin

ciples. It is only the empirical arrangement into series of

plants and animals that has been modified from time to time,

in accordance with the scient?/ic elevation of their several de

partnzcnts, or just as discoveries and anatomical investigation..

have increased, and rendered some other position of 11w objects

a matter of necessity." An interesting piece of evidence

this; but certainly rather simple as a confession. It will be

found that while whatever gives value to the "
Physio.Philoso

phy" of the German Professor (a work which, if divested of

all the inspired bits, would be really a good one) was acquired

either before or since its first appearance in the ordinary way,

its development hypothesis came direct from the god. Fur

ther, as I have already had occasion to state, Oken holds, like

Lamnrck and Maillet, by the universal ocean of Leibnitz; he

holds, also, that the globe is a vast crystal, just a little flawed

in the facets; and that the three granitic components

quartz, feldspa:, and mica-are simply the hail-drops of

heavy stone showers that shot athwart the original ocean, and

accumulated into rock at the bottom, as snow or hail shoots

athwart the upper atmosphere, and accumulates, in the form

of ice on the summits of high hills, or in the arctic or antarc-
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